Working schedule over preparation of the dossier of serial transnational nomination “Mountains of the
Western Tien Shan”
for 2009-2010
Action item

Timeframe

Executive in charge

Desired outcome

Holding
of
a
second 22-23.09. 2009
regional
meeting
over
preparation
the
serial
transnational
nomination
“Mountains of the Western
Tien Shan”.

UNESCO Almaty Cluster Office,
UNESCO Office in Tashkent, World
Heritage Centre, UNESCO experts.

National parties of the serial transnational nomination
considering and agreeing;
Justification of outstanding universal value, criteria and integrity
for “Mountains of the Western Tien Shan” developing and
approving;
A working schedule over preparation the one whole dossier of
nomination developing and a coherent management system
building up;
The possible sources of funding source for further work
defending.
and The final version of the one whole dossier of nomination for the
three protected areas of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Finishing of the Kazakh part Till 01.10.2009
of nomination.

UNESCO
consultant
coordinator from Kazakhstan.

Finishing of the Kyrgyz and Till 01.11.2009
Uzbek parts of transnational
nomination according to
sample of the Kazakh part
Till 01.11.2009
of nomination.
Necessary annex listing and
editing.

Republic’s coordinators, UNESCO The final version of the one whole dossier of nomination for the
consultant.
three protected areas of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan.
The final version of the nomination of the Republic of
Uzbekistan.

Preparation and submission Till 01.12.2009
of
the
nomination
application form to the WH
Center for the Republic of
Kazakhstan
and
Kyrgyzstan.

Republic’s coordinators, UNESCO Inscribing to the Tentative Lists of the Republic of Kazakhstan
consultant.
and Kyrgyzstan a natural site “Mountains of the Western Tien
Shan”.

National
nominations 01. 11. 2009 material linking together in 31.12.2009
the one whole dossier of
nomination.

National working groups over The draft paper of serial transnational nomination preparing.
nomination preparation, UNESCO Breaking materials of nomination linking together in the one
consultant.
whole dossier of nomination:
- nomination text
- plants and animals list, etc.
- map documents (working-out in в Almaty)
- legal papers
- photographic and video materials
- bibliography
- additional materials (brochures, booklets, etc.)

Explore possibilities of the Till 31.12.2009
tripartite structure of the WH
site management.
Working meeting of the The end of UNESCO Almaty Cluster Office.
national coordinators.
January 2010
The nomination materials Till 28.02.2010
and
management
plan
editing,
inserting
and
altering.
Translation and copying of
the dossier.
Nomination
coordination Till 30.09.2010
with
relevant authorities,
the surrender of documents
to the UNESCO WH Center

National working groups
nomination preparation

A coherent management system of the serial transnational
property building up.
Past editor and ready for translation the one whole dossier of
nomination.
over 3 copies of the text of the nomination and the application
translated into English.
3 copies in Russian.

Intergovernmental Committees.
Surrender the nomination dossier “Mountains of the Western
National working groups over Tien Shan” (3 copies in English) to the UNESCO WH Center,
nomination preparation.
signed by the relevant authorities of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan, with accompanying
letters of National Commissions for UNESCO.

